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Abstract. Suppose a closed, orientable, irreducible 3-mani-

fold M admits a free cyclic group action of prime order. We con-

sider the problem of determining when M admits an effective action

of the circle group 50(2) in which the cyclic action is imbedded.

The main result is that if the Zk action is "Z-classified", then it is

weakly equivalent to a Zk action imbedded in an effective action of

50(2) if and only if some homeomorphism generating the first Zk

action is homotopic to the identity homeomorphism on M.

Let Zk be a cyclic group of prime order k ^ 2. A Zk action on a 3-

manifold M is said to be proper if some homeomorphism generating

the action is homotopic to the identity on M. Let M* denote the

orbit space M/Zk and w:M^>M* denote the projection. We shall say

that a Z/fe action on M is Z-classified if there exists a commutative

diagram

M   -+S1

I t     | p
M*-*Sl

where p'.S1—>SX is the usual ¿-sheeted covering of the circle. In

particular, this is always the case when HiiM*; Z) has no ¿-torsion

[5].
A Zk action on M is determined by a map p'.ZkXM-^M, where

PÍ£)ix) = pig, x) is a homeomorphism for each gEZk and pig o g')

= pig) o pig'). The Zk actions determined by the maps p, v'.ZkXM

—*M are said to be weakly equivalent if there is a group automor-

phism A:Zk—*Zk and a homeomorphism H:M—>M such that pig)

= H-> o viAig)) o H for all gEZk.

Theorem. Let M be a closed, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold. A

Z-classified free Zk action on M (¿ j^ 2 and prime) is proper if and only

if it is weakly equivalent to some Zk action embedded in an effective

50(2) action on M.

Proof. Let p:S1—>S0' be the standard ¿-fold covering of the circle
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5¿. There are maps/ and/ such that the diagram

7

M  ^S1

i   T        L   p

M*^S\

commutes. By the homotopy covering property, for any map M*—>S\

homotopic to / (with the appropriate map M—>5l) the diagram also

commutes. Hence for some aESl0 we may assume that 7"=/_1(a) is a

closed, connected, orientable, polyhedral, two-sided 2-manifold such

that the homomorphism induced by inclusion ¿*:7n(F)—>7n(M*) is

one-to-one [7, Lemma l].

Let p~lia) = {aiJÍ-iCS1. By a suitable choice of labeling, we may

let A be the arc in S1 with endpoints ai and a2 such that no other a,-

lies on A. Let Z/=/-1(.4\{ai, a2}) and T=f~1iai). There is a homeo-

morphism h:M-^M generating the Zk action such that the pair

(£/, T) forms an A-partition [5] with both U and T connected. This

means that M = [)ti [A*(i/)UA''(r)], Bd(U) = 7\Jh(T), and h%T)
CWiT) = 0 and A''(t/)rW(£/) =0 if iféj (mod A).

By using the fact that Ac^l^ we show in [S] that TiiM) is an ex-

tension of tfiCT) by the infinite cyclic group Z. Now split M along T

to obtain a manifold E with boundary two disjoint copies To, Ti of T.

The maps ttiÍTo)—»Tii-E) and 7Ti(Ji) —*iriiE) are isomorphisms.

Stallings shows in the proof of Theorem 2 of [4] that E~ TX [0, l].

The homeomorphism \¡/\T—*T repairing this cut (i.e. M^TX

R/{ix, t)~(ip(x), l + l)}=TXR/\l/) can be chosen so that ^ is of

finite order n, where in, A) = 1 [ó]. For convenience in notation, we

identify M with TXR/ip, and denote points in M by [x, t].

In E we have h{iT) separating T0 from 7i for l^i<k. It follows

from Theorem 7.2 of [l] that h'.M—>M is equivalent to a homeo-

morphism, again denoted by A, such that in E we have A*(r) = T

X {i/k} il^i^k). The new A may clearly be chosen so that in E we

have hi:TX{X\~>Tx{'X+i/k} for all X^O with K+i/k^l
ii=l, ■ ■ ■ ,k-l).

Let p:7"X[0, l]—>T be the projection to the first factor. Since

hk = 1m, we may conclude that the composite

T = T X {0} -> T X {1} C T X [0, 1] -^ T

is equivalent to i//: T-+T, the homeomorphism repairing the cut of M

along T.

Let AiiT—>r be the homeomorphism defined by the composite
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T = TX {0} ̂ TX [i/k] C T X [0, 1] A T.

Then (hi)k=\f/ and A[x, i]=[Ai(x), t + l/k]. Let g:M-*M be any

homeomorphism such that g[x, t]= [gi(x), t]. Consider the infinite

covering of M — PXP/iA by TXR. Observe that h is homo topic to g if

and only if Af'gi is homotopic (and hence isotopic) to some power of

^= (Ai)*. By hypothesis hc^.\M. Hence some power of (Ai)* is isotopic

to Ai. It follows that the order of Ai is relatively prime with respect to

k and is equal to w, the order of \p.

To define an 50(2) action on M, we identify the circle with R/Z

and denote elements as [s], for s ER- We define the continuous map

SlXM—»Mby [s]X [x, ¿]i->[x, ns+t]. It is easy to check that this is a

well-defined effective action of 50(2) without fixed points. The free

Zk action imbedded in this 50(2) action is generated by the homeo-

morphism 7: [x, í]i-»[x, í + 1/A]. We have an-\-bk = l for some inte-

gers a, b. A computation shows that yan[x, t]=[\(/b(x), / + 1/A] =

[Ai(x), t + l/k]. Therefore yan = h. □

Corollary I. If a closed, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold M

admits a proper free Zk action (k^2 and prime) that is Z-classified, then

the orbit space M* fibers over the circle and admits an effective 50(2)

action without fixed points.

Corollary 2. Suppose a closed, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold M

admits a Z-classified, proper, free Zk action (A^2 and prime). Then

there is only one such Zk action on M (up to weak equivalence).

Proof. This follows from the uniqueness of the effective 50(2)

action on M in which such a Zk action is imbedded [3, Theorem 4].Q
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